V2 Max Plus Rehab Reformer
™

*

Bundle

Incorporate Pilates into your practice with the value-packed
STOTT PILATES V2 Max Plus Rehab Reformer Bundle.
®

With a carriage access height of 6 1/2" higher than our Professional Reformer, the V2 Max Rehab Reformer
offers easier mounts and dismounts for your mobility-challenged patients.
This one-of-a-kind unit is a powerful combination of our standard Rehab Reformer, a virtual Cadillac and a unique
multi-planar biomechanics training tool, utilizing an innovative, adjustable pulley system on the Vertical Frame.
This adjustable pulley system allows for proper movement patterns in all planes of motion while supporting or challenging
clients as needed. The angle of resistance can be adjusted to ensure that proper muscle firing patterns are achieved.
The adjustable gear system and breakthrough retractable rope system, in conjunction
with the adjustable pulleys, allow for precision adaptability for all body types.
This multi-tasking unit provides maximum utility in a minimum amount of space,
offering limitless exercise possibilities by facilitating core stability and peripheral mobility
exercises through all stages of rehab and beyond.
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Bundle includes: V2 Max Plus Rehab Reformer, Maple Roll-Up Pole, Reformer Box,
Mat Converter (not shown), Padded Platform Extender, and two DVDs, Essential Reformer,
2nd Edition and V2 Max Plus Programming.

Product Features
◗ High-quality materials and construction, superior stability, proven

durability and continuous safety through high-intensity use
◗ Wide ranging adjustability accommodates a myriad of clients

and physical requirements

◗ Robust wooden standing platform, footbar and pommel-style

shoulder rests support a wide range of body weights
◗ Carriage equipped with five Reformer springs (3 x 100% tension,

1 x 50% and 1 x 25%), removable shoulder rests, soft Reformer
loops and ropes, secure spring housing system and our
patented, retractable rope system

◗ Increased height offers easier mounts and dismounts for

the rehab and mobility-challenged client

◗ Vertical Frame is equipped with all springs, straps and safety

◗ Ultra rigid rails and patented rolling mechanism provide

chain as shown. Travelling pulley and spring systems provide 28
adjustable positions to vary the angle of resistance

a whisper-smooth carriage ride
◗ Adjustable footbar, spring-tension gearbar and carriage stopping

system adjust to regulate range of motion

Dimensions & Specifications
Reformer Dimensions

Carriage Dimensions

Vertical Frame Dimensions

◗ Width

◗ Width

◗ Width

30"
◗ Length 97"
◗ Weight 185 lbs
◗ Load capacity 350 lbs

24"
◗ Length 38.5"
◗ Height from floor

22.5"

30.5"
◗ Height 77.25"
◗ Weight 41.5 lbs

◗ Some assembly required

Questions?
Call us at 416-482-4050 x 264 or toll-free at 1-800-910-0001,
email equipment@stottpilates.com or visit www.stottpilates.com

Safety & Maintenance Tip
Reformer springs should be replaced
every two years.

